
2010 Hybrid Tournament:  McMaster B 
Questions by: Neil Walford, James Schmidt, Yohan Yee, Alex Poon 
 
Tossups 
 
1. A function is called sub-“this” if it is both subadditive and positively homogeneous, while a mapping between two 

spaces is called this if it preserves vector addition and scalar multiplication.  The ellipsoid method is a polynomial 
time algorithm for solving this type of programming problem, and basic sorting algorithms have best-case 
runtimes (*) of this order as they must first check each item in the list to see if it is already sorted.  An affine 
transformation consists of one of these transformations followed by a translation and a real-valued function of this type 
has a constant first derivative often called its slope.  For 10 points, give this term which refers to real-valued functions of 
the general form y = mx + b. 

ANSWER:  Linear 
 
2. Natalia Barón joined the cast in Season 4 of this show, only to see it get canceled mid-season.  The first episode of 

this show included plotlines like Dana Poole, who inspires a movement when she shows up in the titular 
establishment braless, and the last episode, which aired on TV One and sees Henry Preston being lectured on 
boundaries by (*) Ronnie Cooke.  Kevin Riley and Milton Buttle were fired after 13 episodes, symbolizing the major 
casting changes that alienated many viewers, and more popular characters included Michael Rappaport's Harry Senate, 
who famously pulled a gun while teaching in a basement classroom known as “the dungeon.”  For 10 points, name this 
TV show starring Chi McBride as the principal of a namesake fictional inner city high school. 

ANSWER: Boston Public 
 
3. This man took a burning censer and charged into a crowd to save everyone from a plague and end the Korah 

rebellion. His sons Nadab and Abihu were killed for offering "strange fire" to God, after they had previously 
joined this man in climbing partway (*) up Mt. Sinai. By gossiping about his brother's marriage to an Ethiopian 
woman, this man helped provoke God to infect his sister with leprosy. The first person allowed on Yom Kippur to enter 
the Holy of Holies, this man gave in to the Israelites' demand for a visible god when he sculpted them a golden calf. For 
ten points, name this first high priest, the brother of Moses and Miriam, whose designated rod had the power to blossom 
overnight. 

ANSWER: Aaron (accept Harun) 
 
4. One rule regarding the use of this object in tournament play is the Crawford rule, which forbids a trailing player 

from using this object immediately after his opponent comes within one point of winning a match.   Another rule, 
called the Jacoby rule, requires this object to be used in order to obtain (*) scoring bonuses from the namesake feats 
in the game with which it is most associated.  Either player may use this object the first time in a game, with subsequent 
uses alternating between players, and there is no limit to the number of times this object may be offered and accepted 
despite the fact that, due to its shape, the highest number printed on it is 64.  For 10 points, name this object in 
backgammon named for the fact that each acceptance of it increases the stakes of the game by a factor of two. 

ANSWER:  The Doubling Cube 
 
5. As he was being taken by ship to prison at Kussnacht, he won his freedom by leaping to shore and killing the 

official who had condemned him.  The sentence resulted from his refusal to respect the official’s symbol, which 
was a cap on a pole.  That official, (*) Gessler, was installed as the vogt (vaht) of Uri (Oo-ree) sometime after the 
Habsburg imperial line died out on the death of Albert in 1308.  Unhappy with being subjected to the extortions of 
Austrian officials, this man's revolt forced him to save his own life through his skills as a marksman.  For 10 points, 
name the Swiss hero who achieved fame by shooting an apple from his son's head. 

ANSWER:  William Tell 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. One single by this artist sees him claim that “we play on the hard concrete//all we got is life on the streets” where 
“they don't teach us the” titular entities, while another single by this artist sees him note that “she shot me, she 
shot me” and it made the titular sound “straight through my heart.”  Both ABCs and Bang Bang appear on his 
2009 album (*) Troubadour, whose most well-known track was re-recorded in March 2010 by a collective known as 
Young Artists For Haiti.  That song sees him claim that “love is the answer” and that while “they try to control us//they 
couldn't hold us” and features a chorus where he notes that “when I get older//I will be stronger//they'll call me 
freedom//just like” the titular object.  For 10 points, name this Canadian rapper behind the 2009 hit Wavin' Flag. 

ANSWER:  K'naan [or Keinan Abdi Warsame] 
 
7. This man approves of the phrase "mobled queen," and as a university student, he enacted the part of Julius 

Caesar, getting killed in the Capitol. When he gets for-real killed, his last words are, "O, I am slain!," but in an 
earlier speech he asks his servant to use a "bait of falsehood" to catch a "carp of truth." That servant is (*) 
Reynaldo, and Reynaldo is being sent to go spy on this man's son in Paris. In a very funny scene, the title character calls 
him a "fishmonger" and reads a series of "slanders" which turn out to be physical descriptions of this man. He coins the 
phrases, "Neither a borrow nor a lender be," and, “To thine own self be true,” but usually he is just talking nonsense. For 
ten points, name this perpetual eavesdropper, the father of Laertes and Ophelia, who gets stabbed for hiding behind some 
curtains to spy on Gertrude and Hamlet. 

ANSWER: Lord Polonius 
 
8. Its directed spent much of the shoot in his Paris apartment, communicating with the crew by email. One gag in 

this movie is that the characters say the word “cuss” instead of saying the f-word, and Owen Wilson cameos in 
this movie as the coach of a sport played with a flaming pine cone, Wackbat. One character runs a (*) model train 
when his cousin is trying to sleep and makes himself a bandit-hat out of a sock. Everyone gets driven out of their homes 
and has to live in the sewer after the title character's raids start a war with Boggis, Bunce, and Bean. For ten points, name 
this stop-motion animated movie starring Meryl Streep and George Clooney, the latest movie from Wes Anderson, based 
on a book by Roald Dahl. 

ANSWER: The Fantastic Mr. Fox 
 
9. Peter Marcuse examined a common effect of this process in a 1986 study, and in a 2001 study by Maureen 

Kennedy and Paul Leonard subtitled A Primer On [this]and Policy Choices discusses three examples of this 
process in the United States.  Coined by Ruth Glass in a 1964 study of this process in London, this has also 
occurred in places like Cambridge, Massachusetts, where it was caused by the presence of (*) M.I.T. and Harvard.  
While this process has positive effects such as an increase in property value, it also results in the displacement of low-
income households due to a sudden increase in rent and living costs.  For 10 points, name this process, the migration of 
high-income households into low-income neighbourhoods. 

ANSWER:  Gentrification 
 
10. One person from this country holds the record for highest batting average by a Hispanic American when he hit 

.370 in 1993.  Another player was the first Hispanic American all-star in 1951 when he beat out reigning MVP 
Phil Rizzuto for a starting spot.  This nation has sent just one player to the Hall of Fame, a player who spent most 
of his career with the Chicago White Sox and has a bronze statue outside U.S. Cellular Field. (*)  Davey 
Concepcion and Tony Armas hail from this country, as does former Blue Jay Luis Sojo.  The contemporary era has 
produced a lot of all-stars, with Omar Vizquel continuing the line of great shortstops.  For 10 points--name this country 
whose current baseball players include Victor Martinez, Johan Santana, Magglio Ordonez, and Bobby Abreu, and whose 
retired players include Andres Galarraga and Ozzie Guillen. 

ANSWER: Venezuela 
 
11. This island has a fort with a stockade named Battery Hollow, whose location is not revealed to the general public.  

The fort, Fort Ruger, was built in the early 1900s to fortify a newly-acquired territory which included this island, 
and Ruger is situated along the rim and in the interior of (*) Diamond Head crater, found at the southern end of this 
island.  The military installation of Schofield Barracks is found on the slopes of this island’s highest point, Mount Kaala, 
The north shore has strong surf and was a filming location for series like Baywatch and Lost, while is south is heavily 
populated.  For 10 points, name this Hawaiian island that is home to Waikiki, Pearl Harbor, and Honolulu. 

ANSWER:  Oahu [do not prompt on “Hawaii”, it is a separate island] 
 
 



12. A sequel to this game subtitled The After Years was released in eleven chapters on WiiWare in 2009.  A pair of 
characters in this game turn themselves to stone to stop walls from crushing the protagonist, and another 
character is the engineer of a fleet of airships and, at one point, jumps overboard from one to seal a hole in the 
earth.  In addition to the twins (*) Palom and Porom and the obligatory Cid, main characters of this game include the 
summoner Rydia and the white wizard Rosa, who help the protagonist in his quest to become a Paladin and thwart the 
schemes of Golbez, who is revealed to be the protagonist's brother and under the control of Zemus.  For 10 points, name 
this Squaresoft role-playing game that follows the black knight Cecil in his quest to save the world. 

ANSWER:  Final Fantasy IV [be lenient and accept Final Fantasy 2] 
 
13. The existence of this polity resulted in the creation of Doctors Without Borders.  It was founded shortly after a 

decree was made that transferred the city of Port Harcourt to a state dominated by a different ethnicity.  That 
move by Jack Gowon prompted a declaration of (*) secession by Ojukwu, which ultimately led to a war over the oil 
resources in this area. Recognized by Haiti as well as four African countries including Cote d'Ivoire and Gabon, it 
declared independence in 1967.  For 10 points, name this state that existed for three years when the Igbo people seceded 
in southeastern Nigeria. 

ANSWER:  Republic of Biafra 
 
14. Mina E. Mina plays the Turkish barber Azim and Jerzy Skolimowski plays the protagonist's uncle Stepan 

Khitrov in this movie, which is notable in part for the lead actor's accurate gang tattoos. A pregnant fourteen-
year-old girl is killed in a drugstore, and this movie's main character discovers her diary and learns of her 
involvement with the (*) vore v zakone (vor-ee vee zack-on-yuh). There are no guns in this movie, whose most famous 
scene depicts a brutal assassination attempt in a communal bathhouse, and which features Armin Mueller-Stahl as 
Semyon, who likes decorating cakes and playing violin and trafficking women. The midwife Anna Khitrova gets 
involved with the London chapter of the Russian mob in, for ten points, what David Cronenberg movie starring Naomi 
Watts and Viggo Mortensen? 

ANSWER:  Eastern Promises 
 
15. One of this author's books begins with a river that flows in two directions and ends with the main character 

calling Christie Logan her father. That orphan storyteller is named Morag Gunn. Another of her books is a 
woman who asks Mr. Troy to sing "One Hundred" just to try and embarrass him, but who later gets a bedpan 
for Sandra Wong. The words (*) "And then--" at the end of that novel by this writer signify the death of the title 
character, who has recently chosen Marvin as her favourite son, years after her marriage to Bram alienated her Scottish 
father. For ten points, name this Canadian author of The Diviners, whose Manawaka cycle begins with the book Stone 
Angel. 

ANSWER: Margaret Laurence 
 
16. Its premiere in 2007 drew an audience of 2.1 million, an unusually strong number for a Canadian TV show, and 

episodes from its first season include Swimming Upstream and Playing With Fire.  One character is known to date 
members of Hell's Angels; that character also serves as the town's mayor.  Although filmed mostly in Toronto, the 
tiny community of (*) Indian Head is used to film exterior shots.  One major character, reverend Duncan Magee, left the 
show after the third season and was replaced by Reverend Thorne.  Important settings include the town's Anglican 
church as well as Fatima's café.  Created by Zarqa Nawaz, this is, for 10 points, what show about a group of Muslims 
struggling to establish the titular location in the town of Mercy, Saskatchewan? 

ANSWER: Little Mosque on the Prairie 
 
17. The main purpose of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory is to detect the interactions of solar neutrinos with this 

compound.  When the neutrino interacts, a neutron is released, which is then captured on this molecule in a 
process that releases 6 mega-electron-volts.  In most cases, this compound is applied for its low absorption (*) 
cross-section and high scattering cross-section, making it better than graphite and beryllium for neutron moderation.  
This compound can be produced in the Girdler-Sulfide process, which uses equilibrium at different temperatures to 
separate isotopologues.  Used in CANDU nuclear reactors, for 10 points, name this compound that consists of oxygen 
and deuterium rather than hydrogen. 

ANSWER:  heavy water or D2O [accept deuterium oxide until “deuterium”; do not accept “water”] 
 
 
 



18. In his debut appearance for his country, he scored two goals against the Czech Republic, and in Euro 1996, he 
scored a penalty shootout goal in each of his nation’s two playoff games.  He lost two UEFA Champions League 
finals in the late 1990s, but won in 2002 after transferring from Juventus to (*) Real Madrid. He was disciplined in 
2001 for lashing out at Hamburg's Jochen Kientz, and made a similar infraction five years later in front of a worldwide 
audience.  Named the player of the tournament for Euro 2000 and also part of the team that won the World Cup in 1998, 
for 10 points, name this French soccer player who ended his career by scoring a goal in the final of the 2006 World Cup, 
then head-butting Marco Materazzi. 

ANSWER:  Zinedine Zidane 
 
19. A small lamp can be seen in the mid-left of this painting sitting on a window ledge beside a man holding a 

cigarette and the face of a woman in a red hat.  A jacket is hanging on a wall next to a window in this painting 
through which light shines on a table with a teapot and (*) teacup on it.  A partially-hidden sign outside the window 
advertises this painting's titular object while the artist's wife modeled for both of this painting's main figures; one has her 
back turned to the viewer and represents the twin of the other, a woman enjoying some tea.  For 10 points, name this 
painting depicting a scene inside Chinese restaurant, a 1929 pop art work by Edward Hopper. 

ANSWER:  Chop Suey 
 
20. In a Christmas-themed version of this song, the singer encourages kids to be “in bed by 9” and Santa performs 

the titular activity “in his sleigh”.  That Christmas version was recorded by a singer who was part of the group 
that sent this song to #1 on the Canadian charts in 1974.  Norman Durkee made a surprise appearance during an 
early studio session and ended up playing piano for this song.  This song suggests (*) “you could be a musician” if 
you “get a second-hand guitar”, but the singer “[loves] to work at nothing all day”.  Originally titled White Collar 
Worker, this song is about a worker who takes “the 8:15 into the city” to “get to work by 9”, and has “working overtime” 
in the chorus.  For ten points, name this Bachman-Turner Overdrive song about getting work done. 

Answer:  “Takin’ Care of Business” [prompt on “Takin’ Care of Christmas”] 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
21. At this deity's orthia festival, Spartan boys were dared to steal cheeses from the altar at her temple. She tricked 

Otos and Ephialtes, the Aloadai, into killing each other. Via the seer Kalkhas, she demanded the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia before Agamemnon's fleet could sail to Troy. When seen (*) bathing by Actaeon, she arranged to have 
him eaten by his own dogs, and when Oineus forgot to make her a sacrifice, she unleashed the Calydonian Boar on his 
people. This goddess killed the female children of Niobe, to get revenge for an insult to her mother, Leto. Born one day 
before her brother Apollo, name for ten points this Greek goddess of childbirth, wilderness, and the hunt, who had a 
really nice temple at Ephesus. 

ANSWER: Artemis (accept Cynthia, Amarynthia, Diane, or Diana) 
 



Bonuses 
 
1. His guest roles include J.D.'s father Sam on two episodes of Scrubs.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this actor, whose death in 2003 prompted a two-part farewell episode on 8 Simple Rules For Dating My Teenage 

Daughter, in which he was then starring. 
ANSWER:  John Ritter 
[10] Ritter may be best known for playing this character on the sitcom Three's Company, where he attempts to convince his 

landlord Stanley Roper that he is gay so that Roper will allow him to live with two women. 
ANSWER:  Jack Tripper [accept either] 
[10] At the time of his death, Ritter was married to this actress.  She played Ritter's barren wife Flo in the 1990 comedy flop 

Problem Child, but may be better known as Maid Marian in Mel Brooks' Robin Hood: Men In Tights. 
ANSWER:  Amy Yasbeck 
 
2. Answer these questions about a Franco-Prussian battle, for 10 points each: 
[10] The Prussians were commanded by Helmuth von Molke and future German emperor Wilhelm I at this 1870 battle that 

saw the capture of a French leader. 
ANSWER: Battle of Sedan 
[10] The Army of Chalons was hastily formed to relieve French troops at Metz by this Emperor captured at Sedan, the last 

monarch of France. 
ANSWER: Napoleon III or Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte 
[10]  One of the last French armies after Napoleon’s surrender, led by Antoine Chanzy, was defeated by Prussia at this 1871 

battle west of Paris.  The defeat effectively eliminated French resistance in the Loire valley. 
ANSWER: Battle of Le Mans 
 
3. All of these films feature lead actor Toshiro Mifune.  For 10 points, name the following Akira Kurosawa films: 
[10]  During this film's climax, the mysterious ronin Sanjuro defeats a pistol-wielding samurai using only his sword.  The title 

translates as "bodyguard". 
ANSWER: Yojimbo 
[10]  In this film's climax, Kurosawa famously used real arrows and choreographed archers to show the feudal lord Washizu 

being killed by his own men.  Name Kurosawa's adaptation of MacBeth, also known as "Spider Web Castle". 
ANSWER: Throne of Blood 
[10] Mifune plays one of the title characters, who band together to protect a village from a gang of crop-destroying bandits. 

Class-wise, he's really just the son of a farmer. 
ANSWER: The Seven Samurai 
 
4. One issue about using these compounds to replace conventional fuels is its ability to absorb water.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these long-chain esters derived from natural oils and fats, a renewable fuel for trucks and buses. 
ANSWER:  Biodiesel [prompt on “diesel” or “biofuel”, do not accept “ethanol”] 
[10] A side product in the production of biodiesel is this alcohol with three carbons and three hydroxyl groups. 
ANSWER:  glycerol or glycerin 
[10] Sodium hydroxide is often used as a catalyst to make biodiesel, but NaOH and the reactant fats could undergo this side 

reaction that transforms an ester to a sodium carboxylate. 
ASNWER:  saponification 
 
5. The history of this style of music is traditionally divided into three waves, the first of which was dominated by groups 

like Clue J & His Blues Blasters.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this genre of music that originated in 1950s Jamaica.  Modern bands associated with this style of music include 

Reel Big Fish, Goldfinger and early No Doubt. 
ANSWER:  Ska 
[10] Groups representing the third wave of ska include this one best known for their 1997 hit The Impression That I Get.  In 

2009, they released the album Pin Points And Gin Joints, their first studio album in seven years. 
ANSWER:  The Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
[10] The Mighty Mighty Bosstones were inspired by the second wave of ska, which was given this nickname.  The name 

comes from a British record company that signed influential ska bands like Madness and The English Beat. 
ANSWER:  2 Tone 
 



6. Inspired by Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana, it centers on a troupe of the title characters led by Canio.  For ten points 
each: 

[10] Name this opera wherein Canio kills his wife Nedda for sleeping with Silvio, which he discovers during Le Commedia, a 
play-within-a-play that Canio declares “è finita!” at the end of the opera. 

ANSWER:  I Pagliacci 
[10] I Pagliacci was composed by this Neapolitan composer of Chatterton.  He also wrote an opera called La Boheme, but it 

was easily eclipsed by Puccini's version that appeared a year earlier. 
ANSWER: Ruggero Leoncavallo 
[10] One of the best known arias from I Pagliacci is this one sung by Canio at the end of act one after he discovers that 

Nedda is cheating on him but recognizes that he must focus on the upcoming show despite his feelings. 
ANSWER:  Vesti La Giubba [or Put On Your Costume] 
 
7. Answer these questions about things going wrong at the 2010 Vancouver Olympics: 
[10] This Georgian luger lost his life when he crashed in a training run prior to the game's opening ceremonies: 
ANSWER: Nodar Kumaritashvili 
[10] This Dutch speed skater lost a gold medal after receiving improper advice from his coach about lane changes.  He also 

asked a reporter "are you an idiot" during an interview following a valid gold medal performance. 
ANSWER: Sven Kramer 
[10] This American skier won gold in the women's downhill, but crashed during the giant slalom and broke her finger.  Her 

crash also stopped the run of teammate Julia Mancuso. 
ANSWER: Lindsey Vonn 
 
8. Answer the following questions about an African playwright for ten points each: 
[10]  This South African actor appeared in Gandhi and The Killing Fields, in addition to writing plays like “Master 
Harold”... and the Boys and The Road to Mecca. 
ANSWER: Athol Fugard 
[10] Fugard also wrote this novel about a young man who finds a baby inside the car he is trying to steal. The movie 
adaptation by Gavin Hood won Best Foreign-Language Film in 2005. 
ANSWER: Tsotsi 
[10] Fugard wrote this play about Morris, a black man who can pass for white, and his brother Zach, who fantasizes about his 
white pen pal. 
ANSWER: The Blood Knot 
 
9. The five resources in this game are wood, brick, wool, wheat, and ore.  For ten points each: 
[10] Identify this ubiquitous German-style board game designed by Klaus Teuber.  The object is to get ten victory points 

through the construction of settlements and cities. 
ANSWER:  The Settlers Of Catan 
[10] Victory points in The Settlers Of Catan can also be acquired through a pair of titles called the “longest road” and this.  

This title goes to the player with the most face-up soldier cards, though a minimum of three is necessary. 
ANSWER:  Largest Army 
[10] This line of Catan spin-offs features players trying to recreate historical events. The first title in this line revolves around 

Alexander the Great’s conquests and the construction of the Great Pyramids. 
ANSWER: Catan Historical Scenarios 
 
10. It is colloquially known as hospital hopper syndrome.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this syndrome characterized by the sufferer faking the symptoms of another often-serious illness in order to get 

attention or sympathy. 
ANSWER:  Münchausen syndrome [or Factitious disorder] 
[10] Related to Münchausen syndrome is a disorder wherein the sufferer causes another person to become ill or hurt in order 

to gain attention or sympathy, referred to as “Münchausen syndrome by” this. 
ANSWER: Münchausen syndrome by proxy 
[10] Whereas the aim of people suffering from Münchausen is to get attention, victims of this related disorder fake or 

exaggerate symptoms in order to avoid work or gain other external benefits. 
ANSWER: Malingering 
 
 



11. Identify the following NBA franchises for 10 points each: 
[10] In 2008 this franchise made the playoffs for the first time in nine seasons.  Despite having a losing record, they took the 

eventual NBA Champions to seven games before being eliminated. 
ANSWER: Atlanta Hawks [accept either] 
[10] This team is currently owned by U.S. Senator Herb Kohl.  They also took Kareem Abdul Jabbar with the first overall 

pick in the 1969 entry draft. 
ANSWER: Milwaukee Bucks [accept either] 
[10] Their lone NBA championship came in 1977, although they reached the finals in both 1990 and 1992.  Last season they 

had the #4 seed but lost their first round series in six games to the Rockets. 
ANSWER: Portland Trailblazers [accept either] 
 
12. Their structure is mostly just protein, and they tend to target the brain.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these materials that transmit scrapie and chronic wasting disease in some animals. 
ANSWER:  prions 
[10] This prion-based disease affects cattle.  If infected parts are eaten by humans, it can transmit as a variant of Creutzfeldt-

Jacob disease. 
ANSWER:  Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy [prompt on “mad cow”] 
[10] This other prion encephalopathy is studied because of its longer history.  It occurs in Papua New Guinea, and likely 

spread via cannibalism.  It can remain in an incubation phase for up to 30 years. 
ANSWER:  kuru 
 
13. This Golden Globe award wining series centers on the 1960’s Madison Avenue advertising agency Sterling Cooper. For 

ten points each: 
[10] First, name the AMC series, whose fourth season is set to premiere in August of 2010. 
Answer: Mad Men 
[10] Mad Men centers on the life of this Creative Director-turned-Partner at Sterling Cooper, who eventually has his name 

appended to the company’s title. 
Answer: Donald Francis Draper [accept either] 
[10] In 2009, this luxury retailer released a line of clothing inspired by that worn by the characters of Mad Men. In addition, 

Mad Men is holding a casting call in conjunction with this company for a walk-on role in the upcoming season. 
Answer: Banana Republic 
 
14. For 10 points each, answer questions about contemporary philosophers, a.k.a. celebrity academics. 
[10]  Working primarily in the traditions of Marx and Lacan, this Slovenian communist author of Enjoy Your Symptom and 

The Parallax View has been called the Elvis Presley of cultural studies.   
ANSWER: Slavoj Zizek 
[10]  This American wrote Technopoly:  The Surrender of Culture to Technology but is probably most famous for his 1985 

anti-TV book, Amusing Ourselves to Death. 
ANSWER: Neil Postman 
[10]  His magnum opus is The Theory of Communicative Action, but this German is probably better known for his first book 

which introduces the concept of the public sphere. 
ANSWER: Jurgen Habermas 
 
15. For ten points each, name these movies that grossed a lot of money in the 90s. 
[10]  In the climax of this movie, a boy's pet ferret bites the villain, allowing the boy to escape.  The villain's mother shoots 

the title character amidst the confusion of a fire started in the library: 
ANSWER: Kindergarten Cop 
[10]  A sequel to this movie called The Holy Road is planned for 2011, with Viggo Mortensen will replace Kevin Costner in 

the role of John Dunbar.  Approximately 25% of this movie's dialogue is not in English. 
ANSWER: Dances With Wolves 
[10]  In this highest grossing movie of 1990, you can hear the word "shit" as one of the villains retrieves his boot through a 

doggy door. And at one point, the main character orders from Little Nero's Pizza. 
ANSWER: Home Alone 
 
 
 



16. Answer these questions on famous 19th century Canadians, for 10 points each: 
[10] This Conservative from Montreal West was assassinated in 1868, likely for denouncing the Fenian Brotherhood.  Patrick 

Whelan was publicly hanged for the crime even though he maintained his innocence. 
ANSWER: Thomas D'Arcy McGee 
[10] A Scottish immigrant, he founded The Globe newspaper which would eventually become the Globe and Mail.  He is 

also a Father of Confederation. 
ANSWER: George Brown 
[10] After his newspaper published a letter attacking Halifax politicians for pocketing public money, he was charged with 

seditious libel.  Even though the judge called for a conviction he was acquitted due to his popularity. 
ANSWER: Joseph Howe 
 
17. The first 25 seconds of its video were recreated in its artist's 2007 single Nolita Fairytale.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this 2002 song whose video sees the artist playing a grand piano as it moves through the city.  She asks “do you 

think time would pass me by?” before saying that she would walk the titular distance if “I could just see you tonight.” 
ANSWER:  A Thousand Miles 
[10] A Thousand Miles is a song by this singer and appears on her album Be Not Nobody.  She would release two more 

singles from the album, Ordinary Day and Pretty Baby. 
ANSWER:  Vanessa Carlton 
[10] Vanessa Carlton appeared on Punk'd in 2005, where she was told that she'd have to censor the line “and I'm too thin” 

from this song.  It was a reference to instances where this song, about a girl losing her virginity, was censored on TV and 
radio. 

ANSWER:  White Houses 
 
18. Balkan literature is often underappreciated.  For 10 points each: 
[10] This Englishwoman wrote a travel book called Black Lamb and Grey Falcon about the history of Yugoslavia, although 

she's better known for The Return of the Soldier. 
ANSWER: Rebecca West (accept Cicily Isabel Andrews) 
[10] This Albanian wrote the about a man caught in a blood feud in Broken April, and about an Italian trying to dig up the 

bones of fallen soldiers in The General of the Dead Army. He won the first Booker prize. 
ANSWER: Ismail Kadare 
[10] This Cretan author wrote exactly 33,333 verses in his The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel. He also wrote The Last 

Temptation of Christ. 
ANSWER: Nikos Kazantzakis 
 
19. Special roles in this game include the bodyguard, who can take a kill for another player, and the roleblocker, who 

prevents other players from using their abilities.  For ten points each: 
[10] Name this party game, sometimes played as Werewolves, which sees a team of “town” players attempt to divulge the 

identities of the members of the titular organization and kill them before they are all killed themselves. 
ANSWER:  Mafia 
[10] While Mafia members can kill at night, townspeople are generally required to kill mafia members through this daytime 

action.  It requires a majority vote from the players, mafia included, and failure to achieve such a vote will result in a no-
this day.  

ANSWER:  Lynching [prompt on similar terms like hanging] 
[10] One of the most common roles in mafia is this town character who can learn the identity of any other player every night 

he is alive.  Whether the rest of the town believes him, however, is another story. 
ANSWER:  Cop [or Detective or Sheriff or Inspector or Informant or Investigator or Angel; I can't imagine anyone who 

knows this not saying something on this list] 
 
20. Name the U.S. Supreme Court Justice from the clues provided, for 10 points each: 
[10]  He was the 4th longest serving Chief Justice, including the entire Clinton presidency . 
ANSWER: William Rehnquist 
[10]  Appointed Chief Justice by President Andrew Jackson, his court heard several cases involving slavery, including Dred 

Scott. 
ANSWER: Roger Taney [pronounced like “tawny”] 
 
 



[10]  Succeeded as Chief Justice by John Rutledge, this man has a treaty named after him for securing peace with Great 
Britain during the French Revolutionary Wars. 

ANSWER: John Jay 
 
21. They had losing seasons for their first twenty years, and only won two playoff games ever until the 2009 season.  For 10 

points each: 
[10] Name this team that defeated the Colts to win Super Bowl XLIV [44]. 
ANSWER:  New Orleans Saints [accept either] 
[10] The Saints’ playoff run was led by this quarterback.  He made a record 32 completed passes in the Super Bowl, and 

scored six touchdowns on opening weekend. 
ANSWER:  Drew Brees 
[10] This running back for the Saints made an incredible 83-yard punt return for a touchdown in the playoffs against Arizona.  

He also scored a fourth-quarter touchdown in the NFC championship. 
ANSWER:  Reggie Bush 
 
 
 


